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Abstract

Discrete Element Modeling of
Anisotropic Mechanical Behaviors
for Transversely Isotropic Rock
Bona Park
Department of Energy Systems Engineering
Rock Mechanics & Rock Engineering Laboratory
The Graduate School
Seoul National University

Discrete Element Model is now recognized as a powerful tool for
simulating mechanical behaviors of rock. In particular, bonded particle model
has been successfully applied in emulating the elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio
and strength parameters of rock by controlling the micro parameters of DEM.
Although the consideration of anisotropy is important in many rock
mechanics applications, DEM still remains as a tool for modeling an isotropic
rock. In this study, DEM modeling was performed in order to represent the
transversely isotropic rock such as shale and schist. The Smooth Joint Model
was assigned to represent the bedding planes in order to form the transversely
isotropic rock. DEM model was verified using the transformation of
compliance tensor in transversely isotropic rock containing one set of
fractures. Verification with respect to the strength anisotropy also resulted in
good agreement with analytical model. It is demonstrated that the
microparameters of smooth joint model were shown to contribute
significantly to the anisotropic mechanical behaviors. Particle size sensitivity
analysis was carried out and it was confirmed that using sufficiently high
resolution is one of the key factors that can lead to more accurate DEM
i

modeling. The bonded particle model with smooth joints model can provide a
competent tool for simulating the elastic modulus of transversely isotropic
rock as long as it maintains a reasonable resolution.
Three different types of transversely isotropic rock were reproduced as
DEM models and the properties of Asan gneiss, Boryeong shale and
Yeoncheon schist (Cho et al., 2012) were used as a reference for transversely
isotropic rock modeling. To determine the microproperties of smooth joint
model, the equivalent continuum model was used in order to obtain the
normal and shear stiffness of weak plane. Bedding planes and foliations are
generally smooth so the dilation angle (ψ) was regarded as 0o. It is reasonable
to choose the tensile strength of smooth joints as the value less than Brazilian
tensile strength with the inclined angle of 0o. Finally, cohesion and friction
coefficient were estimated through iterative process. The strength and elastic
modulus of transversely isotropic model varied with respect to the orientation
of the smooth joints and the overall trends were similar to the laboratory
experiments in Asan gneiss, Boryeong shale and Yeoncheon schist. BTS of the
transversely isotropic model with high resolution seems to have good
agreement with the laboratory results, however, it tended to be higher than
actual value and this has been identified as the inherent limitations. In spite of
the issues such as higher tensile strength in strong rock, the DEM model of
transversely isotropic rock seems to model the strength and elastic behavior of
the transversely isotropic rock to a reasonable extent.
After failure, fractures on DEM model were compared with broken rock
specimen and the failure mechanism was analyzed. Based on the experimental
study on layered rock (Abbass and André, 2010), the portion of layer fracture
and central fracture length on Boryeong shale was measured and it was
analyzed that the strength and failure mechanism containing high portion of
layered fractures were dominated by the shear and /or tensile strength of the
layers. By counting the number of micro tensile/shear cracks in DEM model,
failure patterns were investigated.
This discrete element modeling in anisotropic rock is expected to pave
the way for wide variety of engineering applications such as hydraulic
ii

fracturing for shale gas production and wellbore stability analysis.

Keywords: Discrete Element Method, Smooth Joint Model, Transversely
Isotropy, Wellbore Stability, Hydraulic Fracturing
Student Number: 2011 - 21095
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Chaapter 1. Introdu
uction
11.1 Tran
nsverse Isotropy off Rock
Rock is geenerally aniisotropic in nature. Th
here are tw
wo types off
anisootropic rockss: class A an
nd class B (Barla, 1974
4). Class A rocks show
w
anisootropic behavvior without clear anisottropic formaations such as
a joint sets,,
whereeas class B rocks are composed
c
oof layers or beds that contribute
c
too
differrent mechannical propertties dependinng on the direction.
d
Most
M
clsaa B
rockss are a comb
mbination of intact rock, usually con
nsidered as an isotropicc
materrial, and onee or two sets of parallel ddiscontinuitiees or layers, which
w
act ass
transvversely isotrropic or ortthotropic plaanes depend
ding upon the types off
anisootropic model. Shale, gneeiss, and schiist can be claassified as cllass B whichh
have visible beddding, foliation
n and schistoosity planes, and they aree regarded ass
transvversely isotroopic rock as illustrated inn Figure 1.1.

Figurre 1.1: (a) Shale
S
with bedding planees (U.S. dep
partment of the interior,,
bureaau of land maanagement, 2011),
2
and (bb) formation of transversely isotropicc
rock

1

Figurre 1.2: Variattion of (a) no
ormalized ellastic modulii, and (b) Po
oisson’s ratioo
with respect to thhe rotation off axes with di
different stiffn
ness ratio by
y the analyticc
solutiions (Min annd Jing, 2004
4)

The anisotroopic mechan
nical behavioors of transversely isotro
opic rock aree
show
wn in Figure 1.2 as the variation
v
of elastic consttants with reespect to thee
rotatiion of axes. Values
V
of elaastic constannts with different stiffnesss ratios weree
calcuulated and pllotted using analytic sollution (Min and Jing, 20
004). Elasticc
moduuli are normalized with respect to thhe value of intact
i
rock in which thee
elastiic modulus of
o rock with weak planees parallel to the loading direction iss
actuaally the samee as that of in
ntact rock. T
The rock with
h an inclined
d angle of 0oo
has thhe least effeect of anisotrropy in term
ms of elastic modulus. Th
he Poisson’ss
ratio of transverssely isotropicc rock can eexceed 0.5, which is thee theoreticall
upperr bound of Poisson’s raatio for isotrropic rock. The variatio
on of elasticc
consttants demonstrates that the considerration of aniisotropy is important
i
inn
rock mechanics applicationss, because tthe rock beehavior is likely to bee
influeenced by the angle of weak planes.

2

Direction-deependent meechanical behhavior can be
b observed not only inn
the aanalytic soluution but alsso from thee results of laboratory experiments.
e
.
Accoording to thee experimenttal results off Asan gneisss, Boryeong
g shale, andd
Yeonncheon schistt (Cho et al., 2012), threee sets of seveen cylindricaal specimenss
were cored with inclined ang
gles of 0o, 115o, 30o, 45o, 60o, 75o, and
a 90o withh
respeect to one sett of discontin
nuities. Seveen different cylindrical
c
sp
pecimens aree
depiccted in Figurre 1.3. The elastic moduulus variatio
on, uniaxial compressivee
strenggth and Brazzilian tensilee strength in terms of incclined angless are plottedd
in Figgures 1.4 andd 1.5.

Figurre 1.3: Sevenn cylindrical specimens w
with inclined
d angles (β) 0o, 15 o, 30 o,
o
o
o
o
45 , 60 , 75 , annd 90 with respect
r
to onne set of tran
nsversely iso
otropic planee
(Cho et al., 2012))

3

Figurre 1.4: Variattion of aniso
otropic mechhanical behav
viors of Asan
n gneiss (topp
left), Boryeong shale (top rig
ght), and Yeooncheon sch
hist (bottom) (Cho et al.,,
2012)) (Continuedd)
4

Figurre 1.5: Variattion of aniso
otropic mechhanical behav
viors of Asan
n gneiss (topp
left), Boryeong shale (top rig
ght), and Yeooncheon sch
hist (bottom) (Cho et al.,,
2012))

The resultss indicate that
t
the aniisotropic mechanical
m
behaviors
b
inn
transvversely isotrropic rock can
c also be captured by
y performing
g laboratoryy
experriments. In order
o
to mod
del a transveersely isotrop
pic rock, thee mechanicall
propeerties of Asaan gneiss, Boryeong shaale and Yeon
ncheon schisst in Figuress
1.4 aand 1.5 werre used as a referencee. Modeling of anisotro
opic rock iss
important for shhale gas pro
oduction, beecause shalee is shown to have a
signifficant anisottropy in terrms of elasttic constantss and comp
pressive andd
tensille strength due
d to its bed
dding planess. The deform
mability and
d strength off
shale is greatly affected by both the geom
metries and mechanical
m
properties
p
off
5

beddiing planes. Therefore,
T
trransversely isotropic rocck, the simp
plest type off
anisootropy, was taken
t
into account in thhis study. Th
his anisotrop
pic rock wass
reprooduced as a numerical
n
model
m
throughh the discrete element method
m
and itt
will bbe the first sttep for condu
ucting an aniisotropic analysis in rock engineeringg
appliccations. In thhe Oseberg oil
o field in N
North Sea in the late 1990’s, inclinedd
borehhole was sevverely damag
ged in the seddimentary ro
ock formation
n (Okland ett
al., 11998). As shown in Fiigure 1.6, bborehole dam
maged with the inclinedd
anglee of 90o. Theoretical failu
ure criterion for isotropicc rock failed to match thee
experrienced resullts, because the
t anisotroppy of rock was
w not considered. If thee
transvversely isotrropic model had been appplied for weellbore stabillity analysis,,
then severe damaage of the borehole
b
migght have been prevented
d. Thus, thee
consiideration of rock aniso
otropy is im
mportant for simulating many rockk
enginneering appliications.

Figurre 1.6: Imagees of cross-seections of shhale samples, unloaded from
fr
20 MPaa
exterm
mal pressuree. The inclineed angle of 990o (left), 10
0o (middle) and 0o (right))
(Oklaand et al., 19998)
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1.2 Discrete Element Method
Discrete element method can be classified into two depending upon the
shape of rigid body: the particulate system and the blocky system (Jing and
Stephansson, 2007). This section focuses on the particulate system, because
the numerical modeling in this study was performed through bonded particle
model.
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) can describe the mechanical
behavior of granular materials consisting of assemblies of discs or spheres. All
particles are distinct rigid bodies, so that they can be completely detached and
can interact to each other at their contact points. Some characteristics,
advantages, and disadvantages of DEM are listed below (Cundall, 2001;
Potyondy and Cundall, 2004; Itasca, 2008):

(a) DEM can model the granular materials (e.g.

rocks and soils) as a

collection of individual particles bonded together with bonds that
have specific stiffness and strength.
(b) DEM automatically detects new interactions of particles by
following the internal algorithm, which solves the motion of
interacting particles.
(c) As an external force is applied, movements of particles can cause
displacement and contact force changes.
(d) Even though some damages occur within a model, these
phenomena can be simulated naturally as a form of bond
7

breakages without re-meshing or additional assumptions.
(e) Individual bond breakage events may coalesce into macroscopic
fracture propagation. Thus, the complex non-linear behaviors
appear as an emergent feature.
(f) Model scale and particle size are the most critical drawback
because of the computational time induced by rich sets of
microscopic geometric changes. Depending on computer capability,
it may be overcome.

For the past few decades, many researchers have contributed to
developing more accurate DEM models in order to give a better
understanding for behaviors of rock. Recognized as an appropriate tool for
monitoring the entire failure process arising from distinct areas within a
model, DEM has been used to analyze the excavation and slope stability
problems and hydraulic fracturing simulations for shale gas productions. For
example, the effects of injected fluid compressibility and induced fracture
propagation during hydraulic fracturing were studied using the fractured
model (Damjanac et al., 2010 and Sarmadivaleh et al., 2011). Both model and
particle size effects on fracture initiation and reopening process were
examined (Gil et al., 2010). DEM is also employed for seismic monitoring
induced by hydraulic fracturing (Nabipour et al., 2011) and for many stability
problems arising from excavations and slopes (Potyondy and Cundall, 2004
etc.). However, DEM simulation has been mainly applied for isotropic rock
despite the fact that role of anisotropic mechanical behaviors of rock is
8

important in many rock mechanics applications. Therefore, a bonded particle
model with smooth joint model is introduced to develop a transversely
isotropic rock model. For example, in order to investigate the saturation
changes induced by the swell and contract of rock, transversely isotropic
material whose constants have been chosen to match the elastic modulus and
uniaxial compressive strength from the laboratory experiment was modeled
(Potyondy, 2012).
In this thesis, a bonded particle model with smooth joint model is
verified using the transformation of compliance tensor in transversely
isotropic rock containing one set of fractures, then transversely isotropic rock
is modeled to match the anisotropic responses from BTS as well as UCS test.
After performing two experiments, failure patterns of disk-shaped and
cylindrical specimens are analyzed based on an experimental study on layered
rock, which shows that the strength and fracture pattern are dominated by the
orientations of layers (Abbass and André, 2010).

9

1.3 Objectives and Outline of the Thesis
The main objectives of this study are the discrete element modeling of
transversely isotropic rock by considering one set of weak planes, represented
as the smooth joint model and verification of the effect of smooth joint model
on the anisotropic behaviors of its elasticity and strength. As discussed in the
previous section, DEM can directly mimic the mechanical behaviors and can
exhibit an amount of emergent features of rock. Once the DEM model for
anisotropic rock is established, it will able to be applied to other engineering
applications affected by the anisotropy of rock such as shale gas hydraulic
fracturing, wellbore stability and foundation problems. Moreover, it is
possible to apply various researches related with sedimentary rock such as
Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) and Carbon Capture and Sequestration
(CCS).
This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the brief
descriptions of transversely isotropic rock and discrete element method and
purpose of the thesis. In Chapter 2, the definition of the particulate system of
bonded particle model and its calculation cycle are explained in section 1 and
2, and using this model, intact rock modeling was carried out in section 3. The
definition and the principle of smooth joint model were described in section 4
and the smooth joint model which has its own microparameters was inserted
into the intact rock model (in section 3) so as to characterize the layered
model in section 5. Chapter 3 presents the verification of elasticity and
strength of transversely isotropic rock and suggests how to determine the
10

microproperties of smooth joints. The result of DEM modeling for Asan
gneiss, Boryeong shale and Yeoncheon schist, and their anisotropic
mechanical behaviors are discussed in Chapter 4, followed by conclusions.

11

Chapter 2. Discrete Element Method

2.1 Bonded Particle Model
As explained by the pioneering work by Potyondy and Cundall (2004),
the bonded particle model (BPM) is defined as a dense packing of nonuniform-sized circular or spherical particles jointed at their contact points with
parallel bonds and whose mechanical behavior is simulated by the distinctelement method using the two- and three-dimensional discontinuum programs
Particle Flow Code (PFC) 2D and 3D, respectively, (Itasca, 2008a, 2008b).
Ever since employed to develop a competent numerical model of Lac du
Bonnet granite through calibration process, PFC2D has been simulating the
mechanical behavior of intact rock by assigning the microparameters in terms
of geometry, deformability and strength. The input microparameters are
described in Figure 2.1 (Potyondy and Cundall, 2004).

12

Figurre 2.1: Microoparameters of
o bonded paarticle assem
mbly

13

Grain-cement behavior is determined by the microparameters of grains
and parallel bonds. The bonding systems are constructed by virtual springs as
shown in Figure 2.1. In a grain-based bonding system, normal and shear
stiffnesses at a contact point (corresponding to the spring constant) is given by

kn  2  t  Ec , t 1

(2.1)

kn

(2.2)

ks 

(k n k s )

where Ec and t are elastic modulus and unit thickness of grains, respectively
and kn/ks is the stiffness ratio between grains. In a parallel bonding system,
however, normal and shear stiffness are on certain areas (corresponding to the
spring constant per unit area) and are given by

k 
n

ks 

Ec
( A)
(B)
R
R

(2.3)

kn

(2.4)

(k n k s )

where E c is the elastic modulus of parallel bonds, R is particle radius and
k n / k s is the stiffness ratio of parallel bonds. Bonded particles are densely

packed and subjected to the material-genesis procedure. Initial assembly is
compacted by a material vessel with frictionless planar walls, and the
specimen is subjected to the isotropic stress by confining walls. “Floating”
14

particles that with less than three contact points are removed from the
assembly, and parallel bonds are created through all contact points. The
material-genesis procedure is terminated by removing the specimen from the
material vessel. For calibration, the specimen should be tested under
uniaxial/biaxial compression or direct/indirect tension. The calculation cycle
triggered from the external compressive or tensile force acting on the
specimen is briefly explained in the next section.

15

2
2.2 Calcculation Cycle
C

Figurre 2.2: Calcuulation cycle in PFC2D (Itaasca, 2008)

Figure 2.2 describes th
he alternate calculation cycle of the numericall
modeel. Movemennts and interractions of pparticles are governed by
b two basicc
laws, Newton’s second
s
law of
o motion annd force-displacement law
w, which aree
expreessed as

Fe  m  a

(2.5)

Fc  k  u

(2.6)

e
particlee that has a
When the external force (Fe) is aapplied to each
certaiin mass (m)), the acceleeration of thhe particle (a) can be obtained byy
Newtton’s secondd law of motiion. By integgrating the acceleration,
a
the velocityy
(v) iis obtained; then, if we
w carry ouut the integ
gration once again, thee
displaacement of the particlee (u) is calcculated. Con
ntact force (Fc) can bee
16

calculated by multiplying the stiffness of bonding systems (k) and
displacement of particles (u). The calculated contact force (Fc) can work as
the new external force (Fe) to the other particles, and the above calculation
cycle is repeated.

17

Figurre 2.3: Dynam
mic compresssion processs of two partticles. (a) Inittial state (t =
t0), (bb) Moving wall
w with constant velocity
ty, v and indu
uced displaceement (t = t11
= t0 + Δt), (c) Paarticle movem
ment due to overlap betw
ween walls and balls (t =
t2 = t0 + 2Δt). (moodified from Cundall andd Strack, 197
79)
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The one-dimensional calculation cycle of the bonded particle model is
simpler than other implicit models such as finite element methods. The
dynamic compression process with respect to time is depicted in Figure 2.3.
Provided that a pair of walls moves toward each other with constant velocity
(v), walls and particles is overlapped, (displacement, Δu occurs) and then the
displacement induces contact normal force (Fn) at each wall-particle contact
point in accordance with the force-displacement law.

Δu t1  v  Δt

(2.7)

ΔFn  k n  Δu t1  k n  v  Δt

(2.8)

Fn ,( x )1  k n  Δu t1 , Fn ,( y)1  k n  Δu t1

(2.9)

By Newton’s second law of motion, contact normal force (Fn) can be
expressed in terms of acceleration (a) and is transformed into an incremental
form of velocity of particles (v) by integration. Therefore, another
displacement arises from the particles movement with velocity, and the
calculation cycles are repeated at the end of the time steps.

a ( x )1 

Fn ,( x )1

v 

( x )1 t 2

Δu 

m (x)


(A) t 2

, a ( y )1 

Fn ,( x )1
m (x)



Fn ,( y )1

(2.10)

m ( y)

Δt , v ( y )1



t2



Fn ,( y )1
m ( y)



 Fn ,( x )1 
 v  
  Δt   Δt


 m ( x ) 
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Δt

(2.11)

(2.12)

Δu 

 Fn ,( y )1 

 
  Δt   v  Δt
 m ( y ) 


(2.13)

Δu 

 Fn ,( x )1 

 Fn ,( y )1 
 
  Δt  
  Δt   Δt
 m ( x ) 

 m ( y ) 

(2.14)

( B) t 2

( C) t 2

The equations can be expanded to a two-dimensional calculation cycle
by introducing the second direction normal to the direction in the onedimensional model and the components of angular velocities, contact angle
between two balls and shear components. Calculation processes regarding the
relative rotations of two particles in the two-dimensional model are provided
in the references (Cundall and Strack, 1979; Itasca, 2008).
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2.3 Modeling of Isotropic Rock
As mentioned in the previous chapter, mechanical properties of Asan
gneiss (AS gneiss), Boryeong shale (BR shale), and Yeoncheon schist (YC
schist) were used as a reference for numerical modeling. In this section, an
intact rock specimen without weak planes, regarded as isotropic rock, was
modeled through the BPM, which was calibrated based on the laboratory test
results listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Mechanical properties of AS gneiss, BR
resect to the inclined angle (Cho et al., 2012)
Inclined Angle, βo [degree]
Macroproperty
0o
15o
30o
45o
E
73.53
59.68 58.98 43.90
[GPa]
AS
UCS
223.23 98.57 110.40 111.37
gneiss [MPa]
BTS
6.20
8.60
12.43
18.03
[MPa]
E
42.12
32.53 31.67 27.37
[GPa]
BR
UCS
126.23 96.57 53.50 64.83
shale [MPa]
BTS
6.40
7.37
8.50
11.27
[MPa]
E
80.10
58.63 50.58 40.67
[GPa]
YC
UCS
124.77 27.53 27.73
8.93
schist [MPa]
BTS
2.60
2.87
3.93
4.53
[MPa]
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shale, and YC schist with

60o

75o

90o

51.48

57.48

53.77

158.83

202.37

183.77

18.97

16.67

18.63

19.57

18.62

23.83

83.37

90.97

89.20

12.27

13.60

11.10

26.43

32.37

20.32

48.13

119.60

85.00

11.33

14.10

17.23

In order to derive isotropic rock properties from the reference, the elastic
modulus and strengths that have the least effect of weak planes were selected
based on the inclined angles of 0o and 90o, respectively.
Following the above discussion, the macroproperties of three isotropic
rocks are suggested below:

(a) For elastic modulus on intact rock, the laboratory test results with
vertical weak planes are considered to have a minimum effect.
Elastic moduli of AS gneiss, BR shale, and YC schist on intact
rock were determined as 74, 42, and 80 GPa, respectively.
(b) Uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) on intact rock was chosen as
the value on anisotropic rock with horizontal weak planes. The
uniaxial compressive strengths of AS gneiss, BR shale, and YC
schist used in isotropic calibration were 185, 90, and 85 MPa,
respectively.
(c) Brazilian tensile strength (BTS) of AS gneiss, BR shale, and YC
schist used in this analysis were approximately 19, 12, and 18 MPa,
respectively, which are relatively less influenced by the layered
fracture.

Elastic modulus, UCS and BTS of intact rock were determined and the
calibrations of intact rocks were conducted by employing BPM.
Microproperties (see Table 2.2) such as elastic modulus, stiffness ratio,
friction coefficient, and normal and shear strength were chosen to match the
22

macroscopic behaviors of isotropic rock. Densely packed particle assemblies
with ρ = 2650 kg/m3, Dmax / Dmin = 1.66, Dmin = 0.70 mm, and λ  1 were set
to produce disk-shaped and cylindrical specimens as shown in Figure 2.4.
Note that the resolution of assemblies is defined as the number of particles
across the specimen width and can be controlled by the particle size.
Resolution of assembly generally used in this study is approximately 44
particles across the specimen width.

Table 2.2: Input microproperties for intact rock modeling of AS gneiss, BR
shale, and YC schist
Microproperty

Bonded Particle Model
AS gneiss

BR shale

YC schist

Ec [GPa]

72

38

53

(kn/ks)

4.5

3.5

1.2

μ

0.839

0.839

0.839

Cement

E c [GPa]

72

38

53

(parallel

(k n / k s )

4.5

3.5

1.2

σ c  τ c [MPa]

143

75

80

Grain
(particle)

bond)
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Figurre 2.4: Intactt rock specim
mens of resoolution 44: (aa) disk-shapeed specimenn
for B
Brazilian testt (1554 partiicles, D = 388 mm) and (b)
( cylindriccal specimenn
for unniaxial comppressive test (3902 particlles, 38 mm x 76 mm)

Using two different specimens, BT
TS and UCS
S tests weree conducted;;
resultts from labooratory specim
mens and boonded particle models arre comparedd
in Taable 2.3. Thee results of th
he numericaal model are consistent with
w those off
the laaboratory exxperiment an
nd this agreeement indicaates that the mechanicall
behavviors of intacct rock were manifest in the bonded particle mod
dels. BTS off
numeerical model for Asan gneiss were sslightly overrestimated th
hat was alsoo
obserrved in otherr study, using
g PFC.

Tablee 2.3: Macrroproperties of laboratorry specimen
ns and bond
ded particlee
modeels
BR
R shale
YC schist
AS gneiss
Marccoproperty
LAB
BPM
B
LA
AB
BPM
M
LAB
BPM
E [GP
Pa]
74
76.41
422
43.6
67
80
81.76
UCS [MPa]
185
189.95
900
88.2
21
85
90.23
BTS [MPa]
19
122
20.66
43.28
19.8
80
18
24

2
2.4 Smooth Joint Model
t behaviorr
The smoothh joint modell (Mas Ivars et al., 2011) simulates the
of a ssmooth interrface by igno
oring the locaal particle co
ontact orienttations alongg
the ooriginal interrfaces. Particcle pairs lyinng upon the opposite sid
de of a jointt
may overlap andd “slide" passt each otherr as shown in Figure 2.5. Once thee
smoooth joint is created, pre-existing coontact modells or paralleel bonds aree
deleteed and replacced by smoo
oth joints connsisting of neewly assigneed propertiess
such as dip anglle, normal and
a shear stiiffness, fricttion coefficient, dilationn
anglee, tensile streength and co
ohesion. Thee problem arrising from the inherentt
roughhness of partticles can bee solved by inserting sm
mooth joints into bondedd
particcle assemblyy (Itasca, 200
08).

Figurre 2.5: (a) Efffective jointt geometry annd (b) 2D sp
pecimen with
h frictionlesss
throuugh-going joiint loaded by gravity – large shearin
ng motion reesults in thee
contacts aloong the jointt plane (Mas Ivars et al.,,
creatiion of new smooth-joint
s
2008))
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Figurre 2.6: Process of smoo
oth joints ccreation. (a) Determinatiion of jointt
geom
metries, (b) finding
f
out the parallell bond that satisfy the criterion off
smoooth joints at the
t vicinity of
o joint, and ((c) creation of
o smooth joints within a
bondeed particle model
m

The steps too create the smooth
s
jointt model are illustrated in
n Figure 2.6..
First, the joint geeometries inccluding centeer position (x
x, y, and z components),,
orienntation (inclinned angle off normal vecctor of joint, n̂ j clock-wise from thee
positiive y-axis), and radius are
a defined. At the samee time, the properties
p
off
smoooth joints coontaining normal and shhear stiffnesses, friction coefficient,,
dilation angle, tennsile strengtth, and cohession are assiigned. At thee vicinity off
the jooint, parallell bonds thatt satisfy the criterion off being smoo
oth joint aree
deteccted. Finally,, these paralllel bonds aree replaced by
b smooth jo
oints alignedd
with jjoint (Itasca,, 2008).
The criterioon of smooth
h joints is ddepicted in Figure
F
2.7. In
I BPM, thee
centeer position innformation of
o two neighhboring balls, (cen_x1, cen_y1)
c
andd
(cen__x2, cen_y2) is stored at their
t
contact point. Once the joint geo
ometries andd
microoproperties of the smooth joint arre assigned, all contactt points aree
invesstigated by the
t fish algorithm to fi
find the paraallel bonds that can bee
26

replaced by smooth joints. Eligibility to become a smooth joint is determined
by the relative center position of two joined balls located in either the same
side or the opposite side of the joint. If the two centers lie on the opposite side
of the joint (contacts between balls 1 and 2 or 2 and 5 in Figure 2.7(b)), then
the parallel bond at this contact point is eliminated, and a smooth joint is
created. If not, the parallel bond remains and keeps its local contact angle and
position (contact between balls 1 and 5 in Figure 2.7(b)) (Itasca, 2008).
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Figurre 2.7: Proceess of the creeation of sm
mooth joints by
b means off the smoothh
joint criterion. (a)) neighboring balls in BP
PM (b) relattive center lo
ocation lyingg
on eitther oppositee or same sid
de of joint (c)) creation off smooth joints
28

The smooth joint model was originally introduced in order to simulate
the behavior of fractured rock mass, so-called Synthetic Roc Mass (SRM),
dominated by the strength and elastic properties of fractures. Natural fractures
in rock mass are taken into account as a form of discrete fractured network
(DFN) model by means of smooth joint models. Even though these fractures
are normally separated from each other with very low mechanical properties,
this study adopts the smooth joint model to represent weak planes, such as
bedding planes, schistosity, and foliations on transversely isotropic rocks.
Therefore, the assigned mechanical properties of weak planes should be
different from those of fractures. This will be verified in order to confirm that
the smooth joints are working competently as weak planes.
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2
2.5 Mod
deling of Anisotrop
A
ic Rock

Figurre 2.8: Transversely isotrropic rock sppecimens. Sm
mooth joints are insertedd
into bbondad particle model att an 9.5 mm intervals: (a) disk-shaped specimenss
for thhe Braziliann test (1554
4 particles, D = 38 mm)
m
and (b)) cylindricall
specimens for thee uniaxial compressive sttrength test (3902
(
particles, 38 mm x
76 mm
m)

The smoothh joints were inserted intoo the intact ro
ock model (ssee section 33)
to creeate weak pllanes in the transverselyy isotropic ro
ock models. The spacingg
betweeen each sm
mooth joint was
w set as 9..5 mm for convenience; seven disk-shapeed and cylinddrical specim
mens with incclined smootth joints anglles of 0o, 15oo,
30o, 445o, 60o, 75o, and 90o werre produced (Figure 2.8)..
DEM modeeling of lay
yered rock was completed by matching
m
thee
mechhanical propeerties of the numerical
n
moodels and ex
xperimental results. Moree
detailled procedurres on how to determinne the micro
oparameters to calibratee
both the elastic constant and strengths off numerical models
m
will be
b discussedd
in Chhapter 4.
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Chaapter 3. Verifica
ation of tthe DEM
M Model for
Transveersely Isootropic Rock
R

3
3.1 Elastticity
3.1.1 Equivalentt continuum
m model

Figurre 3.1: Equivvalent contin
nuum model containing a single set of
o horizontall
discoontinuities foor (a) nornal compressionn and (b) sheear displacem
ment (Priest,,
1993))

Figure 3.1 is
i a cross-seection of a ccubical speciimen with siide length L
embeedding a singgle set of horrizontal discoontinuities att a mean verttical spacingg
δ. Noote that the specimen co
ontains a tottal of L/δ ho
orizontal discontinuities..
The rregion of intaact rock is asssumed to bee isotropic material
m
havin
ng a constantt
elastiic modulus, Er, and sheaar modulus, Gr. A consttant normal stiffness, kn,
and sshear stiffnesss, ks, are plaaced on disccontinuities. When the veertical stresss
is inncreased up to σn, thee specimen is compreessed with the verticall
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deformation of ΔL, which can be expressed as

 Lσ
n
ΔL  
 E
r







(3.1)

The equivalent elastic modulus (Ee) therefore can be given by

 1
1
ΔL
1 


 

E e L  σ n  E r k n  δ 

(3.2)

In the same manner, the horizontal shear displacement ΔH occurs when the
pure shear τ is applied parallel to the discontinuities and can be expressed as

 Lτ  Lτ 

  
ΔH  
G
k
δ

 r   s 

(3.3)

Thus the equivalent shear modulus (Ge) can be given by

1
ΔL  1
1 


 

G e L  τ  G r k s  δ 

(3.4)

The equivalent continuum model is an ideal model for fractured rock
mass, because the elastic constants (Ee and Ge) normally used in continuous
bodies are defined in the discontinuous model to show the effects of the
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properties of discontinuity on anisotropic behaviors of rock. In the case of
rock with weak planes, Ee and Er, can be obtained by conducting the uniaxial
compressive strength tests with the maximum load normal and parallel to the
weak planes, respectively. In the same manner, Ge and Gr can also be obtained.
The optimal spacing with sufficient number of particles between smooth joint
can be chosen through iterative process by considering reproduced behavior
and computation time. Therefore, the normal and shear stiffnesses of weak
planes can be derived from Equation (3.2) and (3.4). The mechanical
properties of these discontinuities will provide guidelines on how to evaluate
the input microparameters of numerical models.

3.1.2 Compliance tensor
Transverse isotropy with five independent elastic constants is the
simplest type of anisotropy and consists of one set of isotropic plane. Based
on the generalized Hooke's law, the constitutive equation of anisotropic elastic
behavior (Ting, 1996) can be expressed as

ε ij  Sijkl σ kl

(3.5)

where εij and σkl are second-order tensors of strain and stress, respectively, and
Sijkl is a fourth-order elastic compliance tensor. By adopting a contracted
matrix form, this equation also can be expressed as
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 ε x  S11
ε  
 y  S 21
 ε z  S31
 
 γ yz  S 41
 γ xz  S
   51
 γ xy  S 61

S12

S13

S14

S15

S 22
S32

S 23
S33

S 24
S34

S 25
S35

S 42

S 43

S 44

S 45

S52
S 62

S53
S63

S54
S64

S55
S 65

S16   σ x 
 
S 26   σ y 
S36   σ z 
 
S 46   τ yz 
S56   τ xz 
 
S 66   τ xy 

(3.6)

where Sij is a compliance matrix. The symbols of εi, γij, σi and τij (i, j = x, y, z)
are normal strain, shear strain, normal stress, and shear stress, respectively.
Since the relationship between strains and stresses are subjected to the elastic
constants, the compliance matrix can be defined as functions of independent
elastic constants. If a material exhibits any physical symmetry, the number of
independent constants can be reduced. The symmetry of εij and σkl and the
existence of strain energy reduce the total components of independent elastic
constants up to 21 in completely anisotropic materials. In the case of
transversely isotropic materials, there are only five independent elastic
constants (E, E', ν, ν', and G') due to the elastic symmetry of rotation with
respect to the y-axis (see Figure 1.1). Thus, the matrix form can be rewritten
as
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 1
 E

 ε x   ν '
 ε   E'
 y  ν
 εz  
  E
 γ yz   0
 γ xz  
  
 γ xy   0

 0


ν'
E'
1
E'
ν'

E'

ν
E
ν'

E'
1
E

0

0

1
G'

0

0

0

21  ν 
E

0

0

0

0





0

0

0

0

0

0
0


0

0  σ x 
 σ 
 y
0   σ 
z
τ 
0   yz 
  τ xz 
 
0   τ xy 
 
1

G' 

(3.7)

For example, S22 is the constant that describes the physical meaning of
the strain and stress along the y-axis (εy and σy). The inverse form of the
compliance matrix Sijkl is the stiffness matrix Cijkl, which can be regarded as
an elastic modulus of transversely isotropic rock.

σ kl  C ijkl ε ij

(3.8)

In laboratory experiments, if the specimen for uniaxial compressive
strength test is loaded in the y-direction, the elastic modulus is equal to C22
(=1/S22). The same manner can be applied to the shear components of S44 and
S66. By adopting the equivalent continuum model, a new matrix can be
derived as follows:
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 1
 E
 ν'
 ε x  
 ε   E'
 y  ν
 εz   E
 
 γ yz   0
 γ xz  
  
 γ xy   0

 0



ν'
E'
1
1

E kn δ
ν'

E'

ν
E
ν'

E'
1
E

0





0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
1

G ks  δ

0

0

0

0

21  ν 
E

0

0

0

0




 σ x 
0
 
 σ y 
0
 σ z 
   (3.9)
  τ yz 
0
 τ 
  xz 
0
  τ xy 

1
1 

G k s  δ 
0

where kn, ks, and δ are the mechanical properties of discontinuities. The above
expressions refer to the stress-strain relationship with respect to the inclined
angle of 0o; note that the inclined angle β is the angle between the maximum
loading direction and the surface of parallel discontinuities. This matrix can
be generalized in terms of the inclined angle of discontinuities by applying the
direction cosines (Ting, 1996):

Sijkl  β imβ jn β kpβ lqSmnpq

(3.10)

where Sijkl is rotated from the Smnpq using the direction cosines βim, βjn, βkp, and
βiq (not the inclined angle of discontinuities) is given by

sinφ 0 
 cos φ


β ij    sinφ cos φ 0 
 0
0
1 


(3.11)
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The matrix form in Equation (3.10) is not convenient for the calculation of
tensor rotation, while the 6 x 6 contracted matrix form requires a relatively
simple form of transformation expressed as follows (Lekhnitskii, 1963):

Sij  Smn q mi q nj

(3.12)

where the direction cosines qmi and qnj are given as

 cos 2 φ
sin 2 φ

2
cos 2 φ
 sin φ

0
0
q ij  
0
0


0
0

sin φ cos φ  sin φ cos φ

0
0
0
 2 sin φ cos φ 

0
0
0
2 sin φ cos φ 

1
0
0
0
  Q (3.13)
0 cos φ sin φ
0


0  sin φ cos φ
0

0
0
0
cos 2 φ  sin 2 φ

Consequently, the compliance matrix can be rotated as follows:
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 c2
s2 0
 2
c2 0
 s
 0
0 1
S  
0 0
 0
 0
0 0

 2sc 2sc 0
ν'
 1

 E
E'
 ν' 1
1


E
'
E
k

n δ
 ν
ν'


E'
 E
 0
0


0
 0

 0
0



0
0
0
c
s
0
ν
E
ν'

E'
1
E




0
 sc 
0
0 

0 
s
c
0 

2
0 c  s 2 
0

sc

0

0

0

0

0




 c 2
0
 2
 s
0
 0

 0
0

 0
0
  sc

1
1 

G k s  δ 
0

0

0

1
1

G ks  δ

0

0

21  ν 
E

0

0

0

0

s2

0

0

0

c2

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

c

s

0

0 s c

 sc 0

0

0

 2sc 

2sc 
0 

0 
0 

2
c  s 2 

(3.14)

Moreover, S'22 is expressed as

S22 

 cos 2 φ sin 2 φ 
1

 cos 2 φ


k
δ
k
δ
E


n
s



(3.15)

By comparing the elastic modulus obtained by the bonded particle
model with the smooth joint model to the component of the compliance
matrix (Equation (3.15)), the numerical model was verified in section 3.1.4.

3.1.3 Determination of microparameters
In this thesis, a set of models with varying angles of smooth joints model
in the average spacing of 9.5 mm was used in order to verify the smooth joint
model in terms of its elasticity and strength behaviors. Referring to the intact
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rock properties of Boryeong shale, the m
model was veerified. 38 mm
m x 76 mm
m
cylinddrical specim
mens were reeproduced ass numerical models (see Figure 3.2)..
The eelastic moduulus of intactt rock modeel is 43.67 GPa
G as shown in the BR
R
shale results (Tabble 2.3). The equivalent eelastic modullus can be deetermined ass
23.599 GPa. The values
v
of the mean averrage spacing
g, δ, the elasstic moduluss
intactt rock, Er, annd equivalen
nt continuum
m model, Ee, were put in
nto equationn
(3.2);; as a result, the magnitu
ude of the noormal stiffneess, kn, was calculated
c
ass
5400 GPa/m.

w varyingg angles of smooth
s
jointts model forr
Figurre 3.2: A sett of models with
verifiication

Figurre 3.3: Effecctive joint area
a
of a sinngle joint (aa) equivalentt continuum
m
modeel (analyticall) and (b) smooth joint m
model (numerrical)
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The calculated normal stiffness, 5400 GPa/m, corresponds to the ideal
model, which has 38 mm2 effective single joint area with unit thickness as
illustrated in Figure 3.3(a). In the numerical model, however, smooth joints
are created by replacing the pre-existing parallel bonds at the adjacent joint,
so that the total length of smooth joints cannot be controlled (Figure 3.3(b)).
In this study, the total length of smooth joints from single joint is 63 mm,
whereas the value of ideal model is 38 mm. Since the dimension of stiffness is
Pa/m, stiffer bonding is installed on the smooth joints area (see Figure 3.3).
Therefore, reduction in stiffness is necessary to take into account the larger
effective joint area in simulated DEM model, in which reduction ratio is the
ratio of effective joint area of equivalent continuum model and DEM model.
In this study, the reduction ratio is calculated to be approximately 0.6, and the
actual input microproperties determined are summarized in table 3.1.
Table 3.2 lists all microparameters of smooth joints used for verification.
In order to exclude the effect of rock failure during loading, strength
parameters such as tensile strength, cohesion, and friction coefficient were set
to be higher than the value of intact rock. Shear stiffness, ks, of smooth joints
varies with the stiffness ratio, K, of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 0.2 and 5.0. Here, the
stiffness ratio is defined as the ratio of shear stiffness to normal stiffness.

Table 3.1: Input normal sstiffness values, kn, of equivalent continuum model
(analytical) and smooth joint model (numerical) with seven multiple joints
EffectiveArea
kn [GPa/m]
kn x Area [GPa∙m]
[m2]
Equivalent
5400
0.266
1440
Continuum Model
Smooth Joint Model 3240
0.443
1440
40

Table 3.2: Input microproperties of the smooth joint model for verification of
elasticity
Microproperty
Normal Stiffness, kn [GPa/m]

3240 (fixed)

Shear Stiffness, ks [GPa/m]

648, 1620, 3240, 6480, 16200

Friction Coefficient, μ

57.29 (friction angle = 89o)

Dilation Angle, Ψ [degree]

0o

Normal Strength, σn,b [MPa]

100

Cohesion, cb [MPa]

100

3.1.4 Variation of the elastic modulus in the transversely
isotropic model
Using the input microparameters determined in the previous section, the
transversely isotropic model is verified. Figure 3.4 shows the variation of the
normalized elastic modulus of the smooth joint model. Analytic solution of
the elastic modulus with respect to the rotation of axes with different stiffness
ratios of weak planes was obtained from the fourth-order stiffness tensor
matrix component (Equation (3.15)) by means of tensor transformation using
the direction cosine. Elastic moduli were normalized by 43.67 GPa, which is
the value of intact rock. Here, the stiffness ratio is defined as ks/kn. Note that
slightly different notation is in Table 2.2.
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Figurre 3.4: Variaation of elasttic modulus in the transsversely isotropic modell
with stiffness ratio of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, annd 5.0

The numericcal results sh
how good aggreement witth the analyttic solutions..
In thee multiple sm
mooth joints model, norm
malized elasttic moduli at the inclinedd
anglee of 0o are sliightly less th
han 1, even thhough the jo
oints are align
ned with thee
maxim
mum loading direction. This may bee affected by
y the numbeer of verticall
jointss that have potential
p
to slip
s accordinng to the sm
mooth joints. The particlee
size oof BPM is allso one of thee key param
meters capablee of influenccing not onlyy
the reesolution butt also the acccuracy of maacroproperties.

Tablee 3.3: Effect of particle siize on normaalized elastic modulus
Particcle size
T
Total number
malized
Norm
Resolutio
on
Davg ((mm)
off particles
elasticc modulus
3.45
11
2443
0.704
1.73
22
9775
0.762
0.86
44
0.932
39902
155611
0.43
88
0.976
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Figurre 3.5: Resollutions of thee DEM modeels: (a) 88, (b)
( 44, (c) 22
2, and (d) 11
particcles

The effect of
o particle sizze is clearly seen in Figu
ure 3.6; the particle
p
size,,
resoluution, total number
n
of paarticles, and elastic mod
dulus with inclined anglee
of 0o is summarized in Tablee 3.3. As meentioned in Chapter 2, resolution
r
off
assem
mblies is the number of particles acrross the speccimen width (see Figuree
3.5). Depending on
o the particcle size, 11, 222, 44 and 88 particles are generatedd
acrosss the specim
men width, an
nd the normaalized elasticc modulus is close to 1 inn
the hhigh resolutiion model. The
T bonded particle mo
odel with sm
mooth jointss
modeel can provide a competent tool forr simulating
g the elastic modulus off
transvversely isotrropic rock as
a long as itt maintains a reasonablee resolution..
Basedd on this paarticle size sensitivity aanalysis, the minimum boundary
b
off
resoluution and thee average parrticle size inn this study arre chosen as 22 and 1.733
mm, respectivelyy, since the overall vaariation of elastic
e
modu
ulus can bee
matchhed moderately.
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Figurre 3.6: Variattion of elastiic modulus iin transverseely isotropic model withh
stiffnness ratio of 0.2,
0 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 with differen
nt resolution
n of 88 (top),,
22 (m
middle) and 11
1 (bottom)
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3.2 Strength
3.2.1 Strength of fractured rock
The strength of fractured rock can be expressed as a function of
confining stress, σ'3; friction angle, φ, and cohesion, C, of rock mass; and the
inclination of single set of fractures to the direction of major principal stress,
β, as shown below (Jaeger and Cook, 1969):

σ1  σ3 

2  Ci  σ3 tan φi 
(1  tan φ tan β)  sin 2β

(3.16)

Based on Equation (3.16), a strength curve is presented in Figure 3.7 by
cutting-off within an applied major principal stress. Strength curve is an
idealized solution, but it still represents the general strength trend of fractured
or layered rock. For example, the strength variation of Asan gneiss, Boryeong
shale, and Yeoncheon schist also roughly complied with the strength curve.
Comparisons of the strengths of the transversely isotropic model and the
analytic solution verify the validity of the bonded particle model with the
smooth joint model when emulating the strength trends of real rock. Among
the microproperties of smooth joint model, the cohesion and friction
coefficient (friction angle) can control the strength trends. Thus, other
properties such as stiffness are fixed. The parametric studies of cohesion as
well as the friction coefficient are discussed in the next section.
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Figurre 3.7: (a) Configuratio
C
on of triaxiaal test specim
mens contaiining a pre-existiing discontinnuity and (b
b) strength oof specimen predicted by
b means off
equattions (Hoek, 1983)

3.2.2 Variation of strengthh in the transverselyy isotropicc
m
model
Two types of strength variations w
were investiigated by changing thee
cohession and fricction coefficients conditioon and fixed friction coefficient. Thee
otherr microproperties of smoo
oth joint moddel were fixeed as listed in
n Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Input microproperties of smooth joint model for verification of
strength
Microproperty
Normal Stiffness, kn [GPa/m]

3360

Shear Stiffness, ks [GPa/m]

960

Dilation Angle, ψ [degree]

0o

Normal Strength, σn,b [MPa]

3

Cohesion, Ci [MPa]

10 (range of 5 to 20)

Friction Angle, φi [degree]

20 (range of 0 to 30)

The strength variation with changing friction angle from 0o to 30o is
presented in Figure 3.8. According to the trend of analytic solutions, the
anisotropic behavior is more pronounced with smaller friction angle with
wider curve and smaller minimum strength. The DEM model can capture the
analytical model to a reasonable extent. As bonded particle model is not a
continuum, some discrepancy is inevitably noticed. The DEM model showed
that the transition between failure due to the creation of new fracture and
existing fracture is not smooth unlike the analytical model, and this in fact
shows that the DEM model could be more realistic. Sensitivity analysis of
particle size (Figure 3.9) reveals that the numerical model of resolution 11
failed to match the anisotropic strength behaviors. In order to construct a valid
numerical model that satisfies the anisotropic strength behaviors, the
resolution and average particle size in this study should be at least 22 and 1.73
mm, respectively.
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Figurre 3.8: Variaation of streength in thee transverselly isotropic model withh
frictioon angles off 0o, 10o, 20o and 30o (cohhesion 10 MP
Pa)
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Figurre 3.9: Variaation of streength in thee transverselly isotropic model withh
frictioon angles off 0o, 10o, 20o and 30o (cohhesion 10 MP
Pa) and resollutions of 888
(top),, 22 (middle)) and 11 (botttom)
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The strengthh variation with
w respect tto inclined angle
a
was inv
vestigated inn
termss of cohesioon ranged fro
om 5 MPa to 20 MPa with intervaals of 5MPaa
(Figuure 3.10). When
W
it comes to the trennd of analytiic solutions, the strengthh
anisootropy is morre pronounceed with smalller cohesion
n because off more effectt
of fraactures. The DEM
D
modell again captur
ures the effectt of cohesion
n on strengthh
variattion. As noteed before, there is not a pperfect match
h between an
nalytical andd
numeerical modelss, however, this
t is due too the continu
uum assumpttions used inn
analyytical modell. The resu
ults of partticle size sensitivity
s
analysis
a
aree
represented in Figure 3.11 an
nd as demonnstrated in prrevious case,, it confirmss
that the valid trransversely isotropic moodeling has to contain the certainn
amouunt of particlees within a model.
m

Figurre 3.10: Variiation of strrength in thee transverselly isotropic model withh
cohession of 5 MP
Pa, 10 MPa, 15MPa
1
and 220 MPa (fricction angle 20
0o)
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Figurre 3.11: Variaation of stren
ngth in the trransversely isotropic
i
model cohesionn
o
of 5 M
MPa, 10 MP
Pa, 15MPa an
nd 20 MPa (ffriction angle 20 ) and reesolutions off
88 (toop), 22 (midddle) and 11 (bottom)
(
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Chapter 4. DEM Model of Transversely Isotropic
Rock

4.1 Determination of Microparameters
The microparameters of smooth joints determine the mechanical
behavior of joint, and hence that of transversely isotropic mechanical
behaviors of transversely isotropic rock. In this section, the procedure to
determine these mircoproperties is explained. The properties of Asan gneiss
(AS gneiss), Boryeong shale (BR shale), and Yeoncheon schist (YC schist)
(Cho et al., 2012) were used as a reference for transversely isotropic rock
modeling. In order to consider the layered rock formation consisting of intact
rock with weak planes, a bonded particle model with a smooth joint model
was adopted in this study. However, the smooth joint model is one of the
techniques for representing fractures or joints in rock mass. Thus, the
microparameters should be carefully determined; unfortunately, it is difficult
to measure the properties of bedding planes, schistosity or foliations of
transversely isotropic rock directly through laboratory experiments. As a
result, an ideal model (e.g. equivalent continuum model) was introduced to
determine the stiffness and microparameters were finalized through iterative
process by comparing the laboratory and numerical experiments.
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Table 4.1: Normal and shear stiffness of transversely isotropic
equivalent continuum model
Gr
kn,eq
Ee
Er
Ge
[GPa]
[GPa]
[GPa/m]
[GPa]
[GPa]
AS gneiss
53.77
76.45
17.10
29.40
19000
BR shale
24.00
43.67
8.70
18.50
5600
YC schist
20.32
81.76
13.70
32.70
2800

rocks in the
ks,eq
[GPa/m]
4300
1700
2500

In the equivalent continuum model, the normal and shear stiffness of
discontinuities can be obtained by considering the elastic constants (Er, Gr, Ee,
and Ge) and the average vertical spacing of weak planes, which were chosen
to be 9.5 mm. Normal and shear stiffness of equivalent continuum model (kn,eq
and ks,eq) were calculated (Table 4.1); based on these values, the stiffness ratio
(kn,eq over ks,eq) of AS gneiss, BR shale, and YC schist is set as 4.5, 3.5, and
1.2, respectively. As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, because of the difference
between the effective joint area in the analytical model and the numerical
model, the normal and shear stiffness of equivalent continuum model must be
multiplied by the ratio of the analytical joint length to the numerical joint
length in order to obtain the normal and shear stiffness of the numerical model
(kn,num and ks,num).
Weak planes such as bedding planes normally have smooth interfaces
without bumpy grains. Hence, the dilation angle (ψ) of discontinuities was
regarded as 0o. In BTS specimens with inclined angle 0o, the fracturing
occurred entirely along the layers and, therefore, it is reasonable to choose the
tensile strength of smooth joints as the value less than Brazilian tensile
strength with inclined angle 0o. The friction coefficient (friction angle) and
cohesion of weak planes was chosen by iterative process by comparing the
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laboratory and numerical experiments. All input microparameters of the
smooth joint model (normal and shear stiffness, friction coefficient (friction
angle), dilation angle, tensile strength and cohesion) are summarized in Table
4.2.

Table 4.2: Input microparameters of the smooth joint model
Microparameters AS gneiss
BR shale
kn,num [GPa/m]
11450
3370
ks,num [GPa/m]
2540
960
o
μ (φ)
0.577 (30 )
0.364 (20 o)
ψ [degree]
0
0
3
3
σn,b [MPa]
30
15
cb [MPa]
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YC schist
1730
1440
0.268 (15 o)
0
2
10

4.2 Comparison of Laboratory
Experiments

and

Numerical

In this section, three different types of transversely isotropic rock (AS
gneiss, BR shale and YC schist) are reproduced as DEM models using the
microparameters obtained from the previous section. The calibration results of
the numerical experiments are compared with those of the laboratory tests as
presented in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
Each Figure presents anisotropic mechanical behaviors in terms of
elastic modulus, uniaxial compressive strength, and Brazilian tensile strength.
The blue line with triangle indicates the laboratory results, while the red line,
yellow-dashed line, and green-dotted line indicate numerical test results with
resolutions of 88, 44, and 22, respectively. According to the particle size
sensitivity analysis conducted in Chapter 3, the minimum boundary of
resolution was derived as 22, so three different resolutions were taken into
account. The results demonstrate that the particulate DEM model of
transversely isotropic rock can simulate the anisotropic mechanical behaviors
of rock. Consideration of anisotropy of rock through the bonded particle
model was successful. It is expected that this competent model will be
employed in many rock engineering applications.
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Figurre 4.1: Com
mparisons off elastic moodulus (top)), uniaxial compressivee
strenggth (middle), and Brazilian tensile strrength (botto
om) between Asan gneisss
(laboratory resultts, blue line) and DEM m
model (red, yellow-dashed
d and green-dottedd lines)
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Figurre 4.2: Com
mparisons off elastic moodulus (top)), uniaxial compressivee
strenggth (middle)), and Brazillian tensile sstrength (botttom) betweeen Boryeongg
shale (laboratory results, bluee line) and D
DEM model (red, yellow
w-dashed andd
greenn-dotted liness
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Figurre 4.3: Com
mparisons off elastic moodulus (top)), uniaxial compressivee
strenggth (middle), and Braziliian tensile sttrength (botto
om) between
n Yeoncheonn
schistt (laboratoryy results, bluee line) and D
DEM model (red, yellow
w-dashed andd
greenn-dotted liness
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As shown in the three Figures, using sufficiently high resolution is one
of the key factors that can lead to more accurate DEM modeling. The model
with relatively low resolution only captured rough trend of transversely
isotropic rock. Generally, the behaviors of the numerical model tend to follow
the analytic solutions, especially the elastic modulus. In the laboratory
experiment, UCS of the specimen with the vertical weak plane is higher than
the value of the specimen with horizontal weak planes. However, this
observation cannot be explained in terms of the effect of layers, and therefore,
the DEM model cannot address this phenomenon. BTS from DEM modeling
tended to be higher than actual value and this has been identified as the
inherent limitations, especially for hard rock (Potyondy and Cundall, 2004). It
was later known that a clumped bonded particle model can overcome this
limitation significantly (Cho et al., 2007). The clumped logic was not
employed in this study as the focus was on the capability of smooth joint
model in simulating the anisotropic behavior. BTS of the transversely
isotropic model with high resolution seems to have good agreement with the
laboratory results. Of three types of rocks used in this study, Asan gneiss had
less good match which had UCS of larger than 200 MPa. In spite of the issues
such as higher tensile strength in strong rock, the DEM model of transversely
isotropic rock seems to model the strength and elastic behavior of the
transversely isotropic rock to a reasonable extent.
After performing UCS and BTS tests through numerical modeling, the
failure mechanism can be analyzed. Failure patterns of Boryeong shale were
analyzed as an example, and they are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. In the
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numeerical models, yellow an
nd cyan are bbonded partticles and sm
mooth joints,,
respeectively. The breakage off parallel boonds is exhib
bited as red (tensile)
(
andd
blue (shear) crackk items, and
d the breakagge of smooth
h joints is rep
presented ass
mageenta (tensile) and black (shear) crackk items. As sh
hown in Figures 4.4 andd
4.5, tthe numericaal experimentts matched w
well with thee laboratory experiments,
e
,
whichh mean that the fracture patterns (e.gg. fracture iniitiation and propagation)
p
)
in booth real rockk and the nu
umerical moddel are simiilar to each other. DEM
M
modeel can captuure failure process of the transveersely isotrop
pic rock too
reasoonable extentt and this mo
odel can be exxtended to a larger scale applicationss.

Figurre 4.4: Cyliindrical speecimens afteer failure in
n uniaxial compressivee
strenggth tests. Boryeong shalee (Cho et al.,, 2012, top) and
a DEM mo
odel (bottom
m)
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Figurre 4.5: Disc-shaped speecimens afteer failure in Brazilian tensile
t
tests..
Boryeeong shale (C
Cho et al., 20
012, top) andd DEM model (bottom)

According to
t an experim
mental studyy of fracture pattern on layered
l
rockk
(Abbass and Anndré, 2010), the length of all fracctures in thee specimen,,
classiified as layeer activation, central fracctures, and non-central
n
frractures (seee
Figurre 4.6), was measured.
m
Note
N that fracctures paralleel to the layeers are calledd
“layeer activation”” and some fractures
f
rougghly parallell to the loadiing directionn
are fuurther calledd “central fraactures” andd the rest of fractures aree defined ass
“non--central fraccture”. The portion
p
of laayer activatiion and cen
ntral fracturee
lengthh among totaal fracture length was callculated (see Figure 4.7).

Figurre 4.6: Schhematic rep
presentation of differeent fracturee types inn
diameetrically loaded disks. (1) Layer acttivation, (2) central fracture and (3))
non-ccentral fractuure (Abbass and
a André, 22010)
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Figurre 4.7: Variaation in fractture length ppercentage correspondin
c
ng to centrall
fractuure(s) and layyer activation as a functiion of the incclined angle (Abbass andd
Andrré, 2010)

Figurre 4.8: Variiation in frracture lenggth percentaage of Bory
yeong shalee
corresponding too central fraacture(s) andd layer actiivation with
h respect too
inclinned angle
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Based on this previous study, each type of fracture on disc-shaped
Boryeong shale was measured. As seen in Figure 4.8, the portion of layered
fractures at 0o are 100%, which means the main failure mechanism was tensile
failure and the Brazilian tensile strength of Boryeong shale was dominated by
that of layers. It is generally analyzed that the strength containing high portion
of layered fracture length corresponds to the shear and/or tensile strength of
the "layers", while the strength containing high portion of central fracture
length corresponds to the shear and/or tensile strength of the "intact materials".
Likewise, the number of micro cracks counted in DEM model can be
analyzed to reveal the failure mechanism and is summarized in Table 4.3.
According to the total number of micro tensile/shear cracks, it can be
analyzed whether the failure mechanism is tensile or shear. In the same
manner, the number of micro tensile/shear cracks along with the smooth joints
can show the effect of weak planes on the strength and failure mechanism. For
example, at the inclined angles of 0o, 75o, and 90o, majority of cracks was
tensile cracks, which indicates that the main failure mechanism was tensile
failure. Among them, many tensile cracks occurred along the smooth joints at
0o; thus, the strength might be affected by weak planes. What is interesting
many shear cracks observed in angles, 30o and 45o. This implies that the main
failure mechanisms is not the tensile during BTS test, and this merits further
analysis, since BTS is widely used as a method to determining the tensile
strength even in anisotropic rock (Amadei, 1996). Therefore, the DEM model
can provide a better understanding of the failure mechanisms that contributed
to its fail and the magnitude of strength.
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Table 4.3: Number of micro tensile and shear cracks induced by UCS and
BTS tests in Boryeong shale.
Inclined Parallel Bond
Smooth Joint
Total
Angle
Tensile Shear
Tensile Shear
Tensile Shear
0o
99
19
96
0
195
19
o
15
43
7
36
24
79
31
14
2
15
15
29
17
30o
UCS
o
45
51
1
16
24
67
25
Test
o
115
11
14
21
129
32
60
75o
232
27
4
1
236
28
o
90
225
31
2
2
227
33
o
9
2
95
0
104
2
0
15o
5
3
8
0
13
3
o
30
4
1
8
11
12
12
BTS
o
45
6
0
3
0
9
0
Test
41
5
1
3
42
8
60o
o
75
75
6
0
0
75
6
o
26
5
0
0
26
5
90
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Chapter 5. Conclusions

Discrete element modeling of transversely isotropic rock considering
one set of weak planes was conducted. The bonded particle model was
adopted to construct isotropic material without weak planes, which was
calibrated based on elastic modulus and strengths that have least effect of
weak planes. The smooth joint model, originally introduced to represent the
fractures in rock mass, was used to create the weak planes in this study.
Therefore, transversely isotropic rock was represented as the bonded particle
model with the smooth joint model with inclusion of smooth joints at intervals
of 9.5 mm into the bonded particle model.
In order to verify the effect of the smooth joint model on the elastic and
strength anisotropic behaviors, the results of the numerical model and those of
the analytical model were compared. Transformation of the compliance tensor
in transversely isotropic rock containing one set of weak planes was used as
an analytic solution. Variation of the normalized elastic modulus in the
numerical model with stiffness ratio of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 showed good
agreement with the analytic solutions. Verification with respect to the strength
anisotropy also resulted in good agreement with the analytical model. It is
demonstrated that the microparameters of the smooth joint model were shown
to contribute significantly to the anisotropic mechanical behaviors.
Particle size of bonded particle model is one of the key parameters
influencing not only the accuracy of macroproperties. Sensitivity analysis of
particle size was carried out during verification in order to determine the
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minimum boundary of the particle size (resolution).
Three different types of transversely isotropic rock – Asan gneiss,
Boryeong shale, and Yeoncheon schist - were used to be presented by DEM
models (Cho et al., 2012). To determine the microproperties of the smooth
joint model, the equivalent continuum model was used in order to obtain the
normal and shear stiffness of the weak planes. Because of the difference
between the effective joint area in the analytical and numerical models, the
normal and shear stiffness of the equivalent continuum model were multiplied
by the ratio of the analytical joint length to the numerical joint length, which
is calculated to be 0.6 in this study. Bedding planes and foliations are
generally smooth, so the dilation angle (ψ) was regarded as 0o. It is reasonable
to determine the tensile strength of smooth joints as the value less than
Brazilian tensile strength with the inclined angle of 0o. The cohesion and
friction coefficient were estimated through iterative process.
The calibration results of the numerical model with resolutions of 88, 44
and 22 were compared well with those of the laboratory test. Results show
that the particulate DEM model of transversely isotropic rock is able to
simulate the anisotropic mechanical behaviors of rock. Moreover, the high
resolution model can lead to more accurate DEM modeling. By means of
weak planes, BTS of transversely isotropic model with high resolution seems
to have good agreement with the laboratory results.
The portion of layer activation and central fracture length on Boryeong
shale was measured. At inclined angle of 0o, high portion of layer activation
was contained, whereas that of central fractures was contained at inclined
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angles of 75o and 90o, which indicate that the strength and the failure
mechanism at inclined angle of 0o corresponds to the shear and/or tensile
strength of the "intact materials", while the strength and the failure
mechanism at inclined angles of 75o and 90o corresponds to the shear and/or
tensile strength of the "layers".
Failure patterns in the DEM model were investigated. The breakage of
parallel bonds and smooth joints in the numerical model was represented as
micro tensile/shear crack items, and the number of micro cracks was counted
to distinguish the tensile and shear mechanism. At inclined angles of 0o, 75o,
and 90o, an amount of micro tensile cracks were induced, which indicates that
the main failure mechanism was tensile failure. Among them, many tensile
cracks occurred along smooth joints at 0o. It was concluded that the strength
was significantly affected by the weak planes. Shear failure that was often
observed in BTS test at angles of 30o and 45o merits further investigation.
In the further studies, the DEM model will be upscaled to engineering
applications such as wellbore instability analysis of sedimentary rock and
simulation of hydraulic fracturing in the shale gas reservoir. Since rocks in
nature are generally anisotropic, the transversely isotropic model developed in
this study will pave a way for more accurate analysis by reducing the
uncertainty of anisotropy.
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초

록

대부분의 암석은 층리, 편리 등 다양한 형태의 연약면에 의해
이방적 성질을 갖는다. 하지만 수치모델을 이용한 셰일가스층에서의
수압파쇄나 이방성 암반에서의 보어홀 공벽 안정성 해석 등을
수행함에 있어 해석상의 편의를 위해 이를 등방성이라 가정한 채
해석이 수행되어왔다. 본 연구에서는 이러한 해석 방식의 한계점을
보완하고자

강체로

가정된

원형의

개별입자들로

구성된

입자결합모델에 Smooth Joint Model을 삽입함으로써 암석 내
연약면을 고려한 횡등방성 모델을 제안하였다. 입자결합모델은 강체
입자들이 독립적으로 움직이며 주변 입자와의 접촉 또는 겹침에서
발생한 새로운 힘에 의해 다시 입자가 움직이는 과정을 반복하며
암석의 역학적 거동을 모사하고 있다. 접촉 또는 겸침 시 발생하는
힘은 접촉면에 존재하는 미소 물성값에 의해 결정되는데, 이 값을
조정함으로써

암석의

입자결합모델을

역학적

가지고

먼저

거동을
등방성

조정할
암석을

수

있다.

모사한

뒤,

입자결합모델보다 더 약학 미소 물성값을 갖는 Smooth Joint
Model을 입자결함모델 내에 삽입해줌으로써 암석 내 연약면을
모사하고자
Smooth

하였다.

Joint

적용하였으며,

절리를

Model을
이러한

모사하기

절리가

방식이

아닌

적용된
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위한

목적으로

층리나

편리

수치모델의

고안된
모사에
실효성을

검증하고자 횡등방성 암석의 탄성적‧강도적 특성에 대한 이론해를
수치모델을 통해 얻은 값과 비교함으로써 그 타당성을 검증하였다.
입자결합모델의 경우 입자의 크기가 수치해석 결과 값의 정확도에
영향을

미치기

탄성적‧강도적

때문에
특성에

입자

크기의

미치는

변화가

영향을

횡등방성

민감도

분석을

모델의
통해

알아보았다. 본 연구에서는 수치 모델의 해상도를 가로 길이 38
mm 내에 포함된 입자의 개수로 정의하였으며, 각각 88, 44, 22,
11의 해상도를 갖는 모델을 가지고 민감도 분석을 수행하였다. 그
결과 입자의 크기가 작아 해상도가 큰 횡등방성 모델의 경우에는
수치모델을 통해 얻은 암석의 역학적 물성 값이 이론해를 통해
얻은 값과 비슷한 반면, 입자의 크기가 상대적으로 커 해상도가
낮은 경우에는 수치모델이 암석의 횡등방적 거동을 잘 모사하지
못하는 경향을 보였다. 하지만 일정 수준이상의 해상도를 갖는다면
횡등방성

암석의

거동을

전반적으로

잘

모사하는

것이

확인되었으며 본 연구에서는 해상도 22 이상의 모델에서 암석의
횡등방적 거동이 잘 모사되었다. 검증과정을 통해 Smooth Joint
Model의 미소 물성값인 수직/전단 강성, 마찰계수 및 마찰각,
팽창각, 인장강도, 점착력이 암석의 횡등방적 거동 모사에 끼치는
영향이 매우 큼을 알 수 있었다.
실내 암석 이방성 시험결과 얻은 아산 편마암, 보령 셰일, 연천
편암의 탄성계수, 단축압축강도, 간접인장강도를 검증된 모델을
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통해 모사하고자 하였다. 수치모델을 이용한 단축압축강도 시험과
간접인장강도

시험

결과

얻은

탄성계수,

단축압축강도

및

간접인장강도가 아산 편마암, 보령 셰일, 연천 편암의 탄성계수,
단축압축강도 및 간접인장강도와 비슷하게 모사하는 것을 통해
제안된 모델이 실제 횡등방성 암석의 역학적 거동을 잘 따르는
것을 확인하었다. 또한 실제 암석과 수치모델을 가지고 수행한 시험
결과 얻은 각각의 파단면 비교하였으며 두 파단면이 매우 비슷하게
일치하는 것을 통해 암석의 파괴 메커니즘에 대하여 분석할 수
있었으며, 암석의 파괴에 연약면이 미치는 영향 또한 분석할 수
있었다. 따라서 본 연구에서 제안된 횡등방성 모델을 층리나 편리를
갖는

암석의

역학적

거동을

모사하기에

적합한

모델임이

확인되었으며, 이는 연약면이 암석의 파괴 메커니즘 및 강도에
미치는

영향을

알아보는데

효과적임을

알

수

있었다.

제안된

횡등방성 모델은 차후 셰일층에서의 수압파쇄 모사나 보어홀 공벽
안정성 해석 등 다양한 분야에 적용될 수 있다는 점에서 이 연구의
의의가 있다.

주요어: 개별요소법, Smooth Joint Model, 이방성 (횡등방성),
보어홀 공벽 안정성, 수압파쇄
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